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Tony stork is a wealthy person. He is a tall and slim man. He has dark      

 hair and brown eyes. He is a selfish person, he cared only about himself. 

    He is a handsome and beautiful but a bit careless. All his life changed when  

he had a heart operation; he changed his heart by a power source instead. 

 After he was kidnapped and injured by terrorists.  

   He created a suit of power armor to escape. He can fly using jet boots;  

his suit gives him a superhuman strength and physical protection. He can  

Communicate with others through his helmet that contains communication  

device. He is able also to connect with satellites but he cannot dive. He uses 

 his power to make the world a better place as the invincible iron man  

                                                http://www.ironmanlibrary.com/superhero-library/iron-man/iron-man-profile.aspx 

. Questions: part one : section one : reading comprehension 

  Task01: I read and choose the right option  

Tony is the hero of:                             a/ Spiderman                 b/ iron man                        c/ Hitman 

He is a…………… person                   a/   wealthy                  b/  poor                            c/ medium  

He uses his power to make the world    a/ better                     b/ worst                           c/ calm 

Task 02: I fill in the table  about iron man 

Name  build eyes hair personality 

Tony stork  …………….. …………….. …………….. ………………… 

……………….. 

Task03: I answer the following questions  

- What is tony stork like? .................................................................................. 

- What does he look like? .................................................................................... 

Section two: mastery of language  

Task01:  I fill in the table                   cheerful-impatient-happy-messy 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Task 02: I use the following activities to speak about my likes and dislikes ( swim- cook- read-watch TV ) 

1- I like playing videogames  but I hate playing football  

2-……………………………………………………………………… 

3-……………………………………………………………………… 

4-…………………………………………..………………………… 

5-……………………………………………….…………………… 

Positive personality    Negative personality 

………………………………… 

………………………………… 

………………………………… 

…………………………………. 
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Task 03: I put the word ‘can’ according to its pronunciation  

 1-I can help you if you need  

2- No, she  can’t come to my party 

3- Yes, I can go with you  

4- Can you help me? 

 

Part two: the integrated situation 

My friend asks me to describe my hero. I use the following pictures to speak about his abilities and 

inabilities personality features and physical description   

( jump- climb- stick – wall- trees – roof) 

   

  

 

     Spiderman  

………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………… 

   ……………………………………………… 

  …………………………………………………… 

  ……………………………………………… 

   …………………………………………….  

   …………………………………………………. 

   …………………………………………………… 

  …………………………………………………. 

  …………………………………………………… 

   …………………………………………………… 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                   Good luck  

  

/kæn/ /ka:nt/ /kən/ 
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